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Methodology

Social Media Diaries
90 social media users kept a 1-week diary of 

their social media use as it related to TV

Deep-Dive Online Survey
5-country comprehensive online survey (n=5,240) to better understand social media 

behavior, attitudes, and impact when it comes to TV and gaming

+
Online Community
Participants (recruited in social media 

friendship pairs/triads) commented on 

each other’s posts, fostering a 

collaborative environment 

Observational Social Timeline
We friended/followed all participants on 

their Facebook/Twitter accounts to 

observe their social media habits

Broad Online Survey
24-country exploration of usage and attitudes to 

social media amongst millennials (n=11,300)
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hey…what r u 

doing on SM 

these days?

The Lay of the Social Media Land
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Social media is a huge activity globally 

77%
Of Millennials across the world 

have a social media account

The Next Normal: 24 country VIMN survey of millenials aged 13-30; n=11,300
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Social media has a positive effect on the 

lives of millennials

39%

44%

44%

47%

54%

67%

75%

Your political involvement

Your education

Work / professional life

Relationships with siblings

Way you think about the world

Your social life

Relationships with friends

Social media impacts in a good way…

The Next Normal: 24 country VIMN survey of millenials aged 13-30; n=11,300
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Unsurprisingly, Facebook continues to 

dominate social media usage

The Next Normal: 24 country VIMN survey of millenials aged 13-30; n=11,300

In some countries, local 

social networks play a 

strong role:

Used globally by 92% 

of social media 

account holders

Vkontakte 92%

Facebook 61%

Facebook 95%

Orkut 70%

Facebook 86%

Tuenti 60%

/wikipedia/en/f/f3/Flag_of_Russia.svg
/wikipedia/en/f/f3/Flag_of_Russia.svg
/wikipedia/en/9/9a/Flag_of_Spain.svg
/wikipedia/en/9/9a/Flag_of_Spain.svg
/wikipedia/en/0/05/Flag_of_Brazil.svg
/wikipedia/en/0/05/Flag_of_Brazil.svg
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However, there are some signs of US teens 

falling out of love with Facebook
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Most important social network (% of  
teens)

Autumn 2012 Spring 2013

Source: Piper Jaffray & Co : Taking Stock with Teens Spring 2013; survey amongst 5200 US students average age 16

/wikipedia/en/5/5e/Snapchat_logo.png
/wikipedia/en/5/5e/Snapchat_logo.png
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When it comes to TV-related activities on 

social media, 40% of millennials globally 

are engaging

68% 

China

55% 

Turkey

54% 

Egypt

49%

India

The Next Normal: 24 country VIMN survey of millenials aged 13-30; n=11,300



Q19.How often do you do the following TV-related activities on social media? Base: Total- US (n=1,134), UK (n=1,013), Germany (n=1,052), Russia (n=994), Brazil (n=1,046)

Germany behaviors and attitudes towards TV-related 

social media activities tend to be conservative and 

more ‘passive’

10

Average frequency of TV-related SM activities (weekly+)

“Sometimes I don't share 

the content—when it's not 

for other friends or if I want 

just a few friends to see it. 

That way other social 

media friends can't see it 

and feel like it’s ‘spam.’” 
– Petra, 26, Germany

High 

Engagement

Low 

Engagement

56% 39% 31%44%

Brazil embraces TV-related activities on 

social media; Germany engages to a lesser 

extent



Q19.How often do you do the following TV-related activities on social media? 

Base: Total- US (n=1,134), UK (n=1,013), Germany (n=1,052), Russia (n=994), Brazil (n=1,046)

*Percentage represents amount of users who do at least one of the activity types on at least a weekly basis

Weekly TV Show/Channel Activities on Social Media Sites* 
(Global Averages shown; specific activities listed in white)

Friends, Fans
View comments Full eps

Clips
Trailers

Follow/like a 
show, channel, 
actor etc.

Free stuff
Quizzes
Competitions
Games

72% 66% 61% 57%61%
49%
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Post
Recommend
Links/Images/
Clips

Show info
Show schedules

Interacting
Searching Sharing

AffirmingWatching
Fun/Freebies

On average, viewers engage in 10 TV-related 

activities on social media a week



KQ30. How often do you do the things below on social media? Base: Total (US=107) (BR=110) (UK=105) (GE=107) (RU=108)

*Percentage represents amount of users who do at least one of the activity types on at least a weekly basis

Weekly TV Show/Channel Activities on Social Media Sites* 
(Global Averages shown; specific activities listed in white)

Friends, Fans
View 
comments 

Full eps
Clips
Trailers

Follow/like a 
show, channel, 
actor etc.

Sign up to get free stuff

Free stuff
Quizzes
Competitions
Games

52%
43%45%

38% 29%
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Post
Recommend
Links/Images/
Clips

Show info
Show 
schedules

Interacting
SearchingSharing

Watching
Fun/Freebies41%

Affirming

Kids are also engaging in a variety of TV-

related activities on social media



Motivations of TV-related Social 

Media Use
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3 Types based on Factor Analysis. Data shown is for TV show motivations; TV channel motivations showed the same pattern.
Q26.Which of the following  are the reasons you use social media for TV show related activities? Do you use them to…?

COMMUNAL
"I post online because I want others in 

my life to be included in what I like.”
- Maren, 22, Germany

“PLAY”-FUL
"Every week my friend and I go through 

bragging about our high scores. It's so fun!" 
- Tanya, 33, U.S.

FUNCTIONAL
“Social media keeps you informed about 

what may be worth watching.”

- Marwa, 17, UK

Three distinct motivations emerge for TV-

related SM use
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Use SM for TV-related 

activities to…

• Stay up-to-date on the latest 

news 45%

• Know when shows are coming 

back on 44%

• Get exclusive info 37%

• Watch exclusive video 36%

• Get clues about what’ll happen 

next 36%

Functional Motivations
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Use SM for TV-related activities to…

• Share taste / recommend 

shows to friends 34%

• Connect with…

 Friends/Family 36%

 TV show 28%

 Fans 28%

 Actors 20%

 Characters 20%

“Interacting with public, stars, 

characters… makes [the show] more 

special and makes me look forward 

to it… it’s then more than just a TV 

show…everybody comes together 

to watch and talk about it…much 

nicer than watching normal TV." 
– Oakley, 14, UK

“I post stuff [on social media] because I want 

other people to know who I am and what I like.” 
– Miriam B., U.S., 18-24

“Posting on social media and sharing 

what you like with others makes you feel 

like you’re part of this one. huge. thing.” 
– Jesse R, U.S., 18-24

Communal Motivations
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Games…

• Playing games 25%

• Taking quizzes/polls 24%

Rewards…

• Getting free stuff 25%

• Entering competitions 23%

“Play”-ful Motivations
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Q30. Which statement best describes why you primarily use social media for TV-related activities? Select one. Base: Total- US (n=1,134), UK (n=1,013), 

Germany (n=1,052), Russia (n=994), Brazil (n=1,046)

To connect with 

other people

42%

To get TV content 

& info

58%

Why do you use social media for TV activities?
(Global Average shown)

More Functional

(63% vs. 57% 

other countries)*

*Average of the shown countries versus average of remaining/other non-flagged countries

…The functional motivations are stronger 

than the social ones
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KQ35. Why do you use social media to do things that have to do with TV shows or channels? Do you use social media to...?  Base: Total (US=107) (BR=110) (UK=105) (GE=107) (RU=108)

Kids are also driven by the same  

motivations with functional the strongest

1. Connect with friends/family: 49%

2. Get info about show characters: 49%

3. Know when shows are coming back on: 48%

4. Get clues about what will happen next: 47%

5. Play games: 44%

Top 5 motivations for using social media for TV-related 
activities:
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Q32. Please list up to five TV shows you currently “like” on Facebook (enter only one TV show per box shown).  If you like more than 5 shows please enter those that you are most active with on social media.  
Q33. What are the main reasons why you “like” ____ (INSERT ANSWER FROM FIRST TEXT BOX IN PREVIOUS QUESTION) on Facebook? Is it because you want….? Select all that apply.   Base: Total (n=1,019)

Reasons for liking TV shows on Facebook …

• .
• .
• .

Functional
Communal
“Play”-ful

MOTIVATION KEY

More show info

Let others know you enjoy it

See conversation about it

Encourage others to watch

Get schedule info

Find out what will happen next

Easy access to this show

Exclusive info

Encourage others to also “Like” it

Get the show to contact you

Enter contests

Fill out your profile/feed

Don't have to visit the show's site 18%

18%

18%

21%

23%

27%

28%

29%

31%

34%

35%

39%

40%

*Sum of all mentioned Likes at Q31 for: shows, channels, actors/actresses, characters

Users “like” to get more show info, as well 

as for social reasons
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Q40. Please list up to five TV shows you currently “follow” on Twitter (enter only one TV show per box shown).  If you like more than 5 shows please enter those you are the most active with.
Q41. What are the main reasons you “follow” ___ (INSERT ANSWER FROM FIRST TEXT BOX IN PREVIOUS QUESTION) on Twitter? Is it because you want….?  Base: Total (n=495)

Reasons for “Following” shows on Twitter…

• .
• .
• .

Functional
Communal
“Play”-ful

MOTIVATION KEY

Find out what will happen next

See conversation about it

Get schedule info

Let others know you enjoy it

Learn more about it

Exclusive info

Easy access to this show

Encourage others to watch

Encourage others to also “Follow” it

Get the show to reach out to you

Fill out your profile/feed

Enter contests

Don't have to visit the show's site

35%

33%

32%

31%

31%

31%

29%

27%

26%

24%

23%

23%

22%

*Sum of all mentioned Follows at Q41 for: shows, channels, actors/actresses, characters, directors/producers/etc.

Users “follow” to get more plot clues and 

view conversation around the show
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Global averages for top 2 box ratings shown.
Q36. How important is it to you that you receive each of the following from a TV show/channel after you 'like' it on Facebook? Base: ‘Like’ TV shows/channels (US=1029) (UK=906) (GE=876) (BR=932) (RU=519)
Q44. How important is it to you that you receive each of the following from a TV show/channel after you 'follow' it on Twitter? Base: ‘Follow’ TV shows/channels (US=523) (UK=470) (BR=592) (RU=307) (GE=233)

There is a high expectation for the functional 

after “liking” or “following” shows

Most Important Things to Receive  After Liking/Following

Schedule info 52%

Updates or alerts 51%

Unlocking of episodes or content 43%

Interact with fans 43%

Free stuff 43%

Ability to record or download 41%

Invite to local event 41%

Interact with actors/characters 41%
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Q25. You mentioned you are not doing any TV related activity on the following social media websites/services.  Which of the following statements best describe the reason why? Please 
select all that apply for each website/service. Base: Facebook  (n=644), YouTube (n=525), Twitter (n=570), Google+ (n=548), Instagram (n=474), Pinterest (n=480), Tumblr (n=355), 
MySpace (n=456), Tagged (n=220), TheFancy (n=156), MeetMe (n=181), Bebo (n=211)  BASE: those aware who don't use the site for TV

It’s more of a personal site just for me 37%

I don’t want to reveal much about my likes / 

preferences 36%

It has spoilers 25%

Anything related to TV would seem out of place 24%

There’s not enough content from TV shows / channels 20%

#1 reason
47%

35%

Barriers to engaging in TV-related activities
(Top 5 shown)

Global 

Average

The main barriers to engaging in TV-related 

activities are around personal preferences
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“Unliked” …because…

36% Didn’t watch anymore

32% Didn’t get any value from “liking” 

30% Show/channel clogged feed

28% Disagreed with show/channel post

27% Show was cancelled

27% Didn’t like other fans’ posts

26% To avoid spoilers

21% Didn’t want others to know I was a fan

32%
have ever

UN-LIKED a 
show/channel

Q37. Have you ever done any of the following on Facebook before? Select all that apply. Base: FB Users
Q38. Why did you “unlike” a TV show or channel before? Select all that apply. Base: Ever Unliked (US=230) (UK=249) (GE=447) (BR=499) (RU=163)

Global 

Averages 

shown

Viewers can “unlike” due to the show 

failing to meet their expectations
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TV Viewing & Social Media



Q 48. How often do you discover new TV shows through each of the following sources? 

Base: Total (n=1,134 US) (n=1,013 UK) (n=1053 GE) (n=1045 BR) (n=994 RU)

26

promos

channel / network

WEBSITES

friends, family, WOM

1

2

3

4

39%

54%

50%

37%

50% discover 

shows through 

social media

Initial Discovery Source 

of New TV Shows

(Top 4 shown; “All the time/Often”)

*Average of other 4 countries

12 sources total were asked of respondents

SOCIAL
MEDIA

Social media is a top source for new TV 

show discovery, especially in Brazil



Q 47. How often do you find new TV shows from each of the things below? Base: Total (n=107 US) (n=105 UK) (n=107 GE) (n=110 BR) (n=108 RU)

27

promos

channel / network

WEBSITES

friends, family, WOM
1

2

3

4

74%

91%

88%

69%

Initial Discovery Source 

of New TV Shows

(Top 4 shown; “A lot/Sometimes”)

12 sources total were asked of respondents

SOCIAL
MEDIA

Amongst kids, social media is also an 

important source for new TV show discovery



Q 56. When you watch live TV (that is, watch shows and other programs when they first air, not repeats, recorded programs, 

DVDs, or downloads) and access social media at the same time about that TV show, are you…? Base: Total (n=766) 

45%

Click-to
(live viewing /

connected TV)

Click-through
(web)

“I usually access social media 
because of a live TV show”

“I usually tune into a live TV 
show because of social media”

47%

53%

(Global Average)

28

TV

Social media leads to live TV viewing; and 

live viewing also drives social media activity



Someone I was watching the 

show with
34%

Show prompt to sign up, enter 

contest, etc.
33%

Show Character 32%

Show Hashtag 30%

Someone texted me 30%

Show host 28%

29

Q58. Now, please think about the times when you access a social media website/service because of something you see on a live TV show. Who or what typically 

prompts you to access a social media website/service while you are watching a live TV show? 

Base: Usually accessing SM because of something they saw on live TV (n=343 US) (n=290 UK) (n=282 GE) (n=577 BR) (n=316 RU)

Drivers to using social media from live TV
(Top 6 prompts across countries shown)

The show plays a key role in driving viewers 

to social media



Q 57. Who or what typically prompts you to tune into a live TV show on a social media website/service?

Base: Usually tuning in because of SM (n=343 US) (n=290 UK) (n=282 GE) (n=577 BR) (n=316 RU)

30

…and the social media presence of a TV 

show can drive live tune-in

33%

37%

38%

38%

42%

43%

someone recommended the show

show post

show promo

someone "liked" the show

someone posted a show video clip

someone commented about the show

Drivers of live tune-in from social media



Q 57. Who or what typically prompts you to tune into a live TV show on a social media website/service?

Base: Usually tuning in because of SM (n=343 US) (n=290 UK) (n=282 GE) (n=577 BR) (n=316 RU)

31

The social media presence of a TV show 

can also drive live tune-in for kids

22%

27%

28%

34%

37%

41%

someone posted a show video clip

someone recommended the show

show promo

show post

someone "liked" the show

someone commented about the show

Drivers of live tune-in from social media



A flood of enthusiastic posts lead to increased hype 

and others’ desire to participate

“We actually go and meet up at a 

house...10 to 15 of us watching 

Breaking Bad because of all of our 

posts on Facebook...It's more of a 

social watch than just ‘my’ show.”

– Eddie P., U.S., 18-24

Q19. How often do you do the following TV-related activities on social media?  Base: Total (Millennials n=573;  Gen Xers n=561)   /   Q48. How often do you discover new TV shows through each of the 
following sources?  Base: Total (Millennials n=573;  Gen Xers n=561)   /   Q56. When you watch live TV (that is, watch shows and other programs when they first air, not repeats, recorded programs, DVDs, 
or downloads) and access social media at the same time about that TV show, are you...?  Base: Access TV show related content (Millennials n=398;  Gen Xers n=368)

32

Posts & comments on social media can lead 

to a flocking effect that inspires live tune-in



Q 23. When you start “liking” or “following” a TV show, channel, character, actor, producer, etc. on social media, how 
does that typically affect how often you do each of the following related to watching the TV show?  Base: Total (n=669)

33

39%
More often

75% watch the show more after liking or 

following

24%

29%

34%

35%

37%

37%

42%

Legal downloads (e.g. iTunes)

On Demand

Channel website

Recording

Youtube

Reruns

Live on TV

Watch the show more via…
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Q24. Still thinking about when you start 'liking' or 'following' a TV show, channel, character, actor, producer, etc. on social media, how does that typically affect how often you do 
each of the following other activities? Base: Follow/Like a TV show (US=609) (

…and they also engage more often with a 

show/channel via various digital platforms

Social media page

41%

Website

39%

Download the app

27%



Q53. How often do you access social media websites/services while watching live TV – that is, while watching shows and other programs when they first air (not repeats, recorded 

programs, DVDs, or downloads)? Q54. And, how often do you access TV show related content or post/interact about a TV show on social media websites/services while watching that 

very show live on TV – that is, while watching an episode of that very show when it first airs (not a repeat, recorded episode, DVD, or downloads)?  Base: Total (n=1,134 US) (n=1,013 

UK) (n=1053 GE) (n=1045 BR) (n=994 RU)

35

27% 28% 35% 10%Use social media while watching TV

Use social media about the show being 
watched

Rarely

All the timeSometimesRarelyNever

All the time

Never
11%

10%

33%
Sometimes

46%

Almost half use social media with TV – and 

43% do so related to the show
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Social Gaming and TV



On average, most people learn about the 

TV-related game they play from 2 sources. 

Most common sources:

1) Friends/Family (30%)

2) Social media (29%)

3) TV promo (23%)

4) Gaming site (22%)

5) TV show/channel site (21%)

Brazilians are the exception with 

an average of over 3 sources

Q73. How did you first learn about this TV show-related social media game that you play most often? Base = Social Gamers (612) (n=402 UK) (n=378 GE) (n=509 BR) (n=508 RU)

37

“I originally got introduced to 'Cafe World' from a friend 

invite on Facebook. I noticed it more and more when 

my friends would post to their walls about things they 

did in the game…that made me click to see what it was 

about and I loved it.”  – Bre L., U.S., 18-24

Social media, word of mouth and TV all help 

discovery



Q70. For which of the following types of TV shows have you ever played a social media game before? Base = Social Gamers (612) (n=402 UK) (n=378 GE) (n=509 BR) (n=508 RU)

38

20%

24%

26%

28%

31%

32%

34%

44%

Dramas

Late night talk shows

Kids

Sports

Reality

Music

Comedy

Game shows

Genres of TV-related Social Games Played

TV-related social media games are played 

across a number of genres



Q18. Now, please think about the various types of games that are offered on social media. This includes games such as FarmVille, CityVille, Cafemania, Mini Fazenda and all kinds of other 
games. How often do you play or participate in any kind of game on any social media website or service? Base: Total
Q19. How often do you do the following TV-related activities on social media? Base: Total (n=1134 US) (n=994 RU) (n=1053 GE) (n=1046 BR) (n=1013 UK)

39

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Less than monthly

Monthly

Weekly+

TV Game

Any Game

Frequency of playing SM games

A third play TV-related social media games at 

least weekly



Q 74. Which of the following best describes the relationship between ___ (INSERT ANSWER TO Q71_1) and the related TV show? 
Q 76. Which of the following best describes when you typically play the social media game___ (INSERT ANSWER TO Q70-1)? Base: Social gamers who both watch a TV show 
and play the related SM game (n=512 US) (n=338 UK) (n=300 GE) (n=448 BR) (n=454 RU), Social gamers (n=612 US) (n=402 UK) (n=378 GE) (n=509 BR) (n=508 RU)

When viewers typically play a TV show’s social media game

Both during the show’s on-air season and off-season44%

Only during off-season28% Only during 

the season28%

40

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Social media games allow viewers to engage 

with the TV show all year round



72%28%
First watched the 

show, then played 

the related game

First played the 

game, then watched 

the related TV show

Q 74. Which of the following best describes the relationship between ___ (INSERT ANSWER TO Q71_1) and the related TV show? 
Q 76. Which of the following best describes when you typically play the social media game___ (INSERT ANSWER TO Q70-1)? Base: Social gamers who both watch a TV show 
and play the related SM game (n=512 US) (n=338 UK) (n=300 GE) (n=448 BR) (n=454 RU), Social gamers (n=612 US) (n=402 UK) (n=378 GE) (n=509 BR) (n=508 RU)

41

TV viewing can lead to game play; but 

gaming can also generate TV viewing



Q75. Would you say that playing the related social media game makes you watch this TV show…? Base = Social Gamers (612) (n=402 UK) (n=378 GE) (n=509 BR) (n=508 RU)

42

Frequency of viewing show as a result of playing its game

Less often
11%

16%
More often44%

No change

29%
A bit more often

Almost half of those who play TV show 

games watch the show more
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At a minimum, users expect:

• Air date/times

• Plotline summaries

• Basic character info

“The Vampire Diaries on Facebook doesn't do 

a good job of keeping its fans up to date or 

informing them about the show. Most of its 

updates are just quotes from the show which 

aren't very helpful.” – Marwa B, 13-17, UK

44

“A show that does not do a very 

good job of using social media is 

Wilfred.  I often cannot get the 

information I need and it is 

hard to find air dates.” 
– Eric W., 13-17, U.S.

Not giving essential show information



Viewers consider their reputation amongst friends when posting content. 
They want to be known for posting relevant, funny or interesting stuff.

“       ” Also relates to sharing…

45

“WWE's Smackdown does a bad job 

(of using social media). They just put 

the names of the wrestlers like 

@RandyOrton when they come out. 

It isn't creative and just makes the 

WWE look tacky, like they’re just 

trying to fit in. They should put 

hash tags of the fight or give the 

audience more to talk about than just 

the wrestler.” – Jesse R., 18-24, U.S.

Not giving fresh and engaging content



“Some shows just bombard you.  

I’ve defriended because shows have 

posted too much, too often. It’s fine 

when it's a show that you love, but 

not so much with a show you follow 

less frequently.” – Josh A., 35, U.S.

“Johnny Crawford 
recalls his time on set 
with John Wayne.”

“Story Notes gives you 
3 more chances to win 
some cash next week!”

“What is your favorite 
film from the Lord of 
the Rings trilogy?”“Many Channels or Shows do not 

do a good job in social media. 

Either they only post once a 

month, or they spam every day.” 
– Marcel J, 25-34, GER

Cited “clogged up my newsfeed” as the #1 reason why they un-Liked / un-Followed a show/channel

46

Posting to the point of spamming



“Spamming fanpages with 

advertisements would be another 

way to scare friends and followers 

off. Showing real interest in the 

fanbase and connect with them would 

improve such a fanpage.” 
– Christian B, 25-34, GER

47

Trying to get viewers to buy stuff too often
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List the basics (e.g. air times, premise) about the show on all 

main/splash pages

Keep updates/posts on a schedule (e.g. weekly) or closely 

following the show (e.g. the day before it airs + right after it airs) 

and with good reason

Keep content fresh and relevant to the show
Bonus points if funny or interesting (which increases likelihood of sharing)

Keep the commerce (i.e. selling merchandise) to a minimum

Turning the SINS into guidelines
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Q28. Name of TV show with best Social Media presence.  Base: Total (n=1134 US) (n=1013 UK) (n=1053 GE) (n=1046 BR) (n=994 RU)

12%

3%

4%

13%

6%
5%

10% 15%

10%

“House 2”

“Comedy Club”

7%

“Day & Night”

“Panic”

50

Popularity, info, and fresh content are the most 

cited elements of having a great SM presence

Q29. Why does (NAME OF TV SHOW CITED BY USER IN PREVIOUS Q) have the best Social Media presence? Base: Total (n=1134 US) (n=1013 UK) (n=1053 GE) (n=1046 BR) (n=994 RU)

TV shows seen as having the best social 

media presence…



Rated #1 by respondents

Rated #1 by US and #2 by Brazil

The Walking Dead Facebook page



Dead Yourself App
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The Walking Dead social game
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Rated #1 by respondents
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Rated #1 by UK
The X Factor Facebook page



56 © 2013 Kelton. Confidential.
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So… 

to recap…
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Conclusions

• Motivations for TV-related social media use falls into 3 categories:

 Functional

 Communal 

 Play-ful

…and Functional drivers come out the strongest.

• TV drives related social media use by appealing to these 3 

motivations.

• Social media is an important source of show discovery.

• Social media also has the potential to lead to TV viewing and 

increased engagement via the show’s various digital touchpoints.

• TV-related social media games can extend show engagement all 

year round, as well as drive viewing.



Thank you!

twitter.com/@VIMNinsights

VIMNinsights.tumblr.com


